Abstract. We introduce the notion of a conformally Fedosov structure and construct an associated Cartan connection.
Introduction
On a Riemannian manifold there is a unique torsion-free connection on the tangent bundle preserving the metric. Known as the Levi Civita connection, it is the basis for doing calculus and understanding the geometry on such a manifold. On a symplectic manifold, there is no preferred connection. Instead, there are many symplectic connections, torsion-free connections preserving the symplectic form. Choosing one defines what is known as a Fedosov manifold [8] .
On a conformal manifold there is no preferred connection on the tangent bundle: each metric in the conformal class gives rise to its own Levi-Civita connection. Instead, a conformal structure induces a canonically defined Cartan connection [5, §1.6.7] . It is the basic object in conformal differential geometry, can be regarded as a connection on an auxiliary vector bundle [3] , and whose curvature provides the first conformal invariant.
On a projective manifold [5, §4. 1.5] , there is an equivalence class of torsion-free connections on the tangent bundle. Again, it is the Cartan connection, built from these affine connections, which may equivalently be regarded [3] as a connection on some auxiliary vector bundle and whose curvature is the basic projective invariant.
On a conformally symplectic manifold [13] there is a local equivalence class of symplectic forms defined only up to scale. In this article we shall show that one can combine projective differential geometry with the notion of a Fedosov manifold to obtain what we shall call conformally Fedosov manifolds. They are obtained by adding further structure to a conformally symplectic manifold and have the remarkable property that a canonical Cartan connection can then be constructed. This lies outside the realm of parabolic differential geometry [5] . † Supported by the Australian Research Council.
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Notation and terminology.
Notice that we are choosing to write 'conformally Fedosov' rather than 'locally conformally Fedosov' or 'locally conformal Fedosov.' These various alternatives are regularly employed in the context of Kähler or symplectic geometry. Our usage is chosen for several reasons. Firstly, we suppress the word 'local' in our terminology. In this we follow by analogy the standard convention that the round metric on the sphere is 'conformally flat' rather than being 'locally conformally flat,' for example. Secondly, our terminology is reasonably succinct. Thirdly, for Kähler geometry the corresponding terminology of 'conformally Kähler' was introduced by Westlake [14] already in 1954. We shall often need to manipulate tensors on a smooth manifold and, for this purpose, we shall use Penrose's abstract index notation [11] . In brief, covariant tensors will be decorated with subscripts, contravariant tensors with superscripts, and the natural pairing between vectors and 1-forms by repeating an index X a ω a in accordance with the 'Einstein summation convention.' For any tensor φ abc we shall write φ (abc) for its symmetric part and φ [abc] for its skew part. For example, to say that ω ab is a 2-form is to say that ω ab = ω [ab] or, equivalently, that φ (ab) = 0 and, for any torsion-free connection ∇ a , the expressions
deliver the exterior derivative of ω ab and the Lie derivative of ω ab in the direction of the vector field X a , respectively. We shall write Λ p for the bundle of p-forms on a smooth manifold, suppressing the name of the manifold itself. The exterior derivative will be denoted by d : Λ p → Λ p+1 .
Conformally symplectic manifolds
In the first instance, a conformally symplectic manifold [1, 13] is an even-dimensional manifold M of dimension at least four equipped with a non-degenerate 2-form J such that
for some closed 1-form α. Non-degeneracy of J ensures J : Λ 1 → Λ 3 is injective whence α is uniquely determined by J, should such a 1-form exist. It is called the Lee form [9] and, in case dim M ≥ 6 we see that
and, as J ∧ : Λ 2 → Λ 4 is injective, closure of α is automatic. If we rescale J by a positive smooth function, sayĴ = Ω 2 J, then (1) remains valid with α replaced byα = α + Υ for Υ ≡ d log Ω. Hence, the notion of conformally symplectic is invariant under such rescalings (and also in dimension 4 since dΥ = 0). Locally, we may use this freedom to eliminate α and obtain an ordinary symplectic structure. Globally, however, this need not be the case. For example, the rescaled symplectic form
on R 2n is invariant under dilation x → λx and, therefore, descends to a conformally symplectic structure on S 1 × S 2n−1 whereas there is no global symplectic form on this manifold.
More precisely, a conformally symplectic manifold is a pair (M, [J]) where [J] is an equivalence class of non-degenerate 2-forms satisfying (1) where J andĴ are said to be equivalent if and only ifĴ = Ω 2 J for some positive smooth function Ω. As one often does in conformal geometry in which a Riemannian metric is only defined up to local rescaling g →ĝ = Ω 2 g, it is usual to pick a representative J and work with that representative, whilst checking that one's conclusions are independent of this choice. The basic example of this approach is in noting that the requirement (1) is itself independent of such a choice.
Projective manifolds
A projective structure [6] on a manifold M is an equivalence class of torsion-free affine connections on M, where two connections ∇ a and ∇ a are said to be projectively equivalent if and only if
Proof. The Leibniz rule extends (2) to all other tensors. Thus,
and symmetrising over ab gives the desired conclusion. Proposition 1. If J ab is skew, then the requirement that
for some 1-form β a is projectively invariant.
Proof. From Lemma 1, if ∇ a is replaced by∇ a according to (2) , then (3) still holds but with β a replaced byβ a ≡ β a − 3ν a .
Conformally Fedosov manifolds
Let (M, [J]) be a conformally symplectic manifold. We may express the requirement (1) in terms of any torsion-free connection ∇ a as
Now let us also insist on (3 
for some 1-forms α a and β a . We have already observed that the requirement (4) depends only on the conformal class of J ab (and that ∇ [a α b] = 0 is automatic for n ≥ 3). Proposition 1 says that (3) is projectively invariant. Finally, to make sure that this definition makes sense, let us observe that (3) is also conformally invariant: ifĴ ab = Ω 2 J ab , then (3) continues to hold but with β a replaced byβ a = β a + 2Υ a .
We shall often have occasion to 'raise and lower' indices using J ab and its inverse J ab . Specifically, let J ac J bc = δ a b , where δ a b is the Kronecker delta. We then decree that
and henceforth freely make use of these options without comment.
) be a conformally Fedosov manifold. Any representatives J ab and ∇ a of the structure uniquely determine the 1-forms α a and β a occurring in (5) and, conversely,
determines the full covariant derivative ∇ a J bc .
Proof. Let J ab denote the inverse of J ab . Then the identities
readily follow from (5). Conversely, expanding the right hand side of
gives ∇ a J bc , as required.
, if a representative 2-form J ab is chosen, then there is a unique torsionfree connection in the projective class such that
Proof. When the connection ∇ a is replaced by∇ a according to (2), the 1-form α a does not change but β a is replaced byβ a = β a − 3ν a , Therefore, we can uniquely arrange that α a + β a = 0, in which case (6) implies that
and expanding the right hand side gives 2J a[b α c] , as required.
In view of this Proposition, an alternative definition of a conformally Fedosov manifold is as follows. Firstly, define an equivalence relation on pairs (J, ∇) consisting of a non-degenerate symplectic form J ab and a torsion-free connection ∇ a by allowing simultaneous replacements
where Υ a = ∇ a log Ω. Proof. Pick a representative 2-form J ab . We are required to find a torsion-free connection ∇ a such that (7) is satisfied for some 1-form α a .
Recall that the 1-form α a is already determined by (4) independent of choice of ∇ a . Locally, there is no problem in finding a suitable ∇ a : choose Ω such thatĴ ab = Ω 2 J ab is closed and define ∇ a by (8) wherê ∇ a is the flat connection in Darboux coördinates forĴ ab . We may use a partition of unity to patch these connections together.
Proposition 5. Equation (7) is equivalent to
where
Proof. Recall that J bc J bd = δ c d . Differentiating this and substituting from (7) gives
Therefore,
as required.
cannot necessarily be extended to a conformally Fedosov structure.
Proof. That equation (9) hold for some vector field α a is equivalent to requiring that the trace-free part of (∇ a J bc ) = 0, which is a system of finite type as explained in [2] . Hence, there are obstructions to its solution (and writing it as (9) is the first step in its prolongation).
Curvature
For any torsion-free affine connection ∇ a , the curvature R ab c d of ∇ a is characterised by the equation
Recall that we are free to 'lower an index' and write the curvature as R abcd in the presence of a non-degenerate 2-form J ab . of ∇ a may be uniquely written as
where P ab is a symmetric tensor and W ab c d satisfies
Furthermore, the tensor W abcd may be uniquely decomposed as
and Φ ab is symmetric.
Proof. The curvature of any torsion-free connection may be uniquely and conveniently written as
where W ab c d satisfies (11) and β ab = −2P [ab] . Let us suppose, for the moment, that ∇ a J bc = 0. Then, together with the Bianchi identity, we have (14) R
corresponding to an irreducible representation of SL(2n, R). Branching this representation under Sp(2n, R) ⊂ SL(2n, R) gives
where V abcd satisfies (12) and Φ ab is symmetric. From (13) we see that
whereas (14) implies that J cd R abcd should vanish. Therefore β ab = 0 and consequently P ab is symmetric. Thus, we have
from (13) and (15), respectively. Now computing J bc R abcd from each of these two decompositions gives (2n−1)P ad = 2(n+1)Φ ad . Substituting back and rearranging the result gives the decomposition of W abcd as in the statement of the theorem.
This was all under the assumption that ∇ a J bc = 0 and locally, there is always a connection ∇ a and 2-form J ab in the conformal class [J, ∇] for which this assumption is valid. In general, we must see how our conclusions are affected by a conformal change (8) . The decomposition (13) is familiar from projective differential geometry [6] and, since (8) is controlled by a closed 1-form Υ a , we haveβ ab = 0 whilst
Finally, having a lowered index, we see thatŴ abcd = Ω 2 W abcd and the algebraic decomposition of W abcd given in the statement of the theorem remains valid withV
This completes the proof.
On a conformally Fedosov manifold, although J ab is only defined up to scale, the local stipulation that ∇ a J bc = 0 for some torsion-free connection ∇ a in the projective class characterises a globally defined affine connection whose curvature decomposes as (15) (also depending only on J ab up to scale). More generally, the proof of Theorem 1 decomposes the curvature into three Sp(2n, R)-irreducible parts,
and under conformal change (8), we havê
It is easy to give explicit formulae for these parts, viz.:-
and V abcd is then determined by (17). As an example, the curvature of CP n with its standard Fubini-Study metric is given by
and one easily computes that
As in the proof of Theorem 1, it is often convenient locally to work in a gauge in which α a = 0 for then ∇ a J bc = 0 and the curvature R abcd decomposes according to (15). Also recall from (16) that (18) (2n − 1)P ab = 2(n + 1)Φ ab .
We shall refer to a choice of pair (J ab , ∇ a ) from a conformally Fedosov structure [J ab , ∇ a ] for which ∇ a J bc = 0 as a Fedosov gauge. This is in accordance with the notion of Fedosov manifold [8] . We pause here to examine some consequences of the Bianchi identity ∇ [e R ab]cd = 0. From (15) we conclude that
This suggests that one introduce the tensor
noting that
We have established the contracted Bianchi identity
For later use, it is convenient to introduce the tensor S a ≡ 1 2n+1
The tractor connection in conformal geometry
Here we review the construction of the conformal tractor bundle and its connection following the conventions of [3, 6] . We omit all details. The purpose of this section is to establish notation and to motivate the corresponding construction in the conformally Fedosov setting.
Firstly, we recall that the bundle Λ 0 [w] of conformal densities of weight w is defined as the trivial bundle Λ 0 in the presence of a chosen metric g ab in the conformal class [g ab ]. Its smooth sections may then be identified as smooth functions but if a different metric is chosen, saŷ g ab = Ω 2 g ab , then the corresponding functions are obliged to change according toσ = Ω w σ. A similar notion applies to tensors and tensor bundles. In particular, a 1-form of weight w transforms according tô ω a = Ω w ω a when g ab is replaced byĝ ab = Ω 2 g ab and the corresponding bundle is denoted Λ 1 [w]. Tautologically, the conformal metric itself is a symmetric covariant 2-form of conformal weight 2. The standard tractor bundle T is defined in the presence of a chosen metric g ab to be the direct sum
but if the metric is rescaled asĝ ab = Ω 2 g ab , then this decomposition is mandated to change according to
For a chosen metric g ab in the conformal class, the tractor connection is defined by
where ∇ a µ b is the Levi-Civita connection of g ab . One checks that this definition is conformally invariant. As detailed in [3] , this construction is essentially due to T.Y. Thomas [12] and is equivalent to the Cartan connection [4] constructed three years earlier.
A conformally Fedosov tractor connection
Firstly, we shall build a tractor bundle on a conformally Fedosov manifold, a vector bundle which we shall then endow with a canonically defined connection. As usual, given a conformally Fedosov manifold (M, [J, ∇]), definitions will be given in terms of chosen representatives J ab and ∇ a and then we shall check that these definitions respect the allowed freedom (8) . Firstly, we define the bundle Λ 0 [w] of conformal densities of weight w as the trivial bundle in the presence of chosen representatives (J ab , ∇ a ) but, under the allowed replacements (8), its sections regarded as functions are decreed to change byσ = Ω w σ. For chosen representatives, the vector bundle T is defined as
but this splitting is decreed to change as
under (8), where α a is defined by (7) . We may check this decree is self-consistent as follows.
There is a non-degenerate skew form defined on T by
(which one readily checks is preserved by (21)).
Although not yet the tractor connection, consider the connection D a on T defined by
Proposition 6. The connection (23) is well-defined, i.e. is independent of choice of representatives (J ab , ∇ a ), and preserves the skew form (22).
Proof. Recall that (7) can be rewritten according to Proposition 5 as
We shall show in Lemma 2 below that this leads to
For convenience, let
Now we computê
which enjoys some cancellation when expanded, yielding
and, if we substitute for ∇ a Υ c in accordance with (24), then a little more cancellation occurs, yielding
But in Lemma 3 below we show that
and so this expression reduces to
which is exactly
as required. Finally, we compute
Lemma 2. The identity (24) holds.
Proof. We compute
and we substitute from (9) to conclude that
Lemma 3. The identity (25) holds.
Adding these two equations gives (25), as required.
Proposition 7. The following two homomorphisms
The required verifications are immediate.
Finally, the tractor connection on T is defined by modifying D a from (23) by appropriate multiples of these homomorphisms. The precise formula is
Theorem 2. This connection is well-defined, i.e. is independent of choice of representatives (J ab , ∇ a ). It preserves the skew form (22). Its curvature is given by
Proof. Mostly, these properties are inherited from the corresponding properties of D a as demonstrated in Proposition 6. It only remains to compute its curvature. According to (18) the tractor connection in Fedosov gauge is given by
where recall that S a ≡ 1 2n+1
However, from (15) we see that
and, if we also substitute from (20), then we obtain
Lemma 4 below allows us to rewrite this expression as
Lemma 4. The identity
holds in Fedosov gauge.
Proof. Using (10) to commute derivatives
Substituting from (15) gives
and, similarly,
Noting that V acbe − V bcae = V abce , we may subtract these two equations to obtain
Therefore, from the formula (20) for Y abc , we conclude that
Theorem 2 has the following immediate consequence.
Corollary 2. The curvature of the tractor connection has the form
for some endomorphism Θ of T if and only if V abcd ≡ 0.
Proof. Notice that the curvature in the statement of Theorem 2 is split already into its irreducible components according to
, where Λ 2 ⊥ denotes the 2-forms that are trace-free with respect to J ab . That the curvature has the form (27) is precisely that the component in Λ
Clearly this implies that V abcd ≡ 0 but then the contracted Bianchi identity (19) implies that Y abc ≡ 0.
We may further pursue the consequences of V abcd = 0 as follows. From Theorem 2, when (27) holds the homomorphism Θ is given in Fedosov gauge by
But, by using the invariant symplectic form (22) on T, we can equally
Note that Θ is symmetric (as must be the case since ∇ a preserves the symplectic form (22) on T).
in Fedosov gauge, where ( ) • means to take the trace-free part.
Proof. From (26) and (28) we compute
From Lemma 5 we conclude that
and raising indices with J ab gives Y abc in accordance with (20). Secondly, the partial differential equations (29) are the wellknown mobility equations [10] of projective differential geometry whose non-degenerate solutions Φ ab are in one-to-one correspondence with (pseudo-)metrics having connection in the projective class [∇ a ] of ∇ a . Thirdly, the other components of ∇ a Θ apparently give rise to a whole system of equations,
but, in fact, this is exactly the prolongation of the (29) as derived in [7] . Therefore, the vanishing of ∇ a Θ is precisely equivalent to the mobility equations (29) on Φ ab . As described in [7] , for (29) to admit any nonzero solutions imposes further non-trivial conditions on the projective structure [∇ a ]. If Φ ab ≡ 0, however, then the connection ∇ a is flat, as can be seen from (15). Finally, notice that the partial differential equations (29) are actually much stronger than the mobility equations alone because Φ ab is actually part of the curvature of ∇ a .
7.1. Examples. In view of the strength of equations (29) it is not easy to provide any non-trivial examples of a conformally Fedosov structure with V abcd = 0. Complex projective space CP n with its usual projective structure and symplectic form certainly provides the best example. In this case, recall that T. Another example may be based on S 1 × S 2n−1 with its conformally symplectic structure induced by the dilation invariant
2 ω ab on R 2n \ {0}, where ω ab is the standard symplectic form
The flat connection ∂ a on R 2n \{0} is also dilation invariant whence the pair (J ab , ∂ a ) defines a dilation invariant conformally Fedosov structure on R 2n \ {0}. Indeed, ∂ a J bc = 2 ∂ a log(1/ x ) J bc = −2(x a / x 2 )J bc so (5) holds with α a = −x a / x 2 and β a = −2x a / x 2 . The proof of Proposition 3 shows that we should take 
